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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXV.

COMMEMORATION-- A PARENTS' FESTIVAL.

I T is a point worthy of discussion, why nearly every
School has some sort of beanfeast (Commemoration,

Speech Day, or whatever the local variant may be) in the
middle of the Summer Term. 'Advertisement' the cynic
might say, a suggestion to call forth considerable indignation
from the earnest minded, who would point to the obvious
sincerity and solemnity of the religious service, which almost
invariably accompanies it. The ordinary person on the
other hand would be more likely to emphasiz;e the self
evident fact that it is an excellent opportunity for parents to
see their sons, which has been provided with a singular
unanimity and foresight by the authorities of nearly every
English ~chool. Yet neither of these explanations is wholly
satisfactory in accounting for a movement so spontanemts
and so wide-spread. Perhaps the reason lies on a deeper
plane, unconsidered by the superficial observer, whether
cymc or materialist.
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In Nature when anything becomes obsolete it is super·
seded; but it does not necessarily disappear entirely. Time and
time again it crops up under new forms, as the stones of the
medieval monasteries, when these were destroyed, helped to
build the palaces of the Tudor merchant princes, which
may in their turn have become modern public schools.
Psychologists have found machinery of distressing crudity
in our mental composition, and archaeologists are constantly
discovering the origin of modern social customs hidden in a
barbaric past, which we have long forgotten. Cannot we
find something of this imbedded in Commemoration and its
festivities? A link with the past stretching beyond the
reminiscences of the oldest O.S., beyond even the log huts of
Aldhelm on the wooded slopes of the Yeo, to the great
Mid,Summer feast of fertility at the climax of the year,
whose call brought men from the hills of the West, the
Southern Downs and the flat Midlands to worship, to
sacrifice, to struggle and to feast on the highlands around
Stonehenge.

This call stirs in man to,day. June is the month of
reunion and maturity. Youth supplies the atmosphere, in
which Age may revel and grow young again, but it remains
only the atmosphere; the foreground is filled by unfamiliar
figures with different values, different pleasures and a
different outlook. "How absurd," you may say, "with the
School performing all the time, the Corps Inspection, the
Mass P.T. Display, the Cricket Match and the rest." It can
hardly be thought that the School does this for its own
amusement. Public School boys no doubt are strange
animals, but their mentality is not utterly incredible. These
remarkable examples of pleasing and rythmical movement in
extraordinary positions are relics of the drugged estacy of
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the sacrificial dance in which young and old joined alike.
The parents to,day are at least saved this indignity. The
sight of a muscular class leader fiercely reprimanding his
sweating parent for positions "worse than those of that little
slacker Jones iii" would probably be detrimental to proper
parental authority and thus a menace to the essential fabric
of the state.

Such a prospect is too fantastic to contemplate for more
than a moment. Whatever our origins and however black
our past, we live, thank heaven! in the present. With the
materialism of Youth we can afford to accept things as they
are, and bury our sorrows, such as they might be, in an orgy
of ices and strawberries and cream, provided by these same
parents for whose particular edification we have worked so
hard.

But before we sink back into the unspectacular, but less
exhausting routine of daily life, we have one note to strike.
No,onecandoubtthat the greatness of a Public School depends
on two factors-its antiquity and the success of its athletic
teams. This our new number is happily fitted to remind us,
while we are celebrating the glories of antiquity, of the
glories of our football. While we sit in solemn meditation
the features of Alfred will mingle pleasantly with those of
the Captain of the XV, Sir Walter Raleigh's with the Hon.
Secretary's. By a miscalculation the Editors delayed the
printing of the excellent photograph you will find as frontis,
piece to this number, so that it could not be included at
Easter; but is not this the more fortunate? Are not the
wild joys of winter the sweeter by their very remoteness?
"Absence makes the heart grow fonder," and perhaps it is
the extreme absence of a football at this particular moment,
which makes its movements so mistily romantic.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

[JUNE,

Congratulations to :-
G. D. Lean on winning the School Essay.
G. V. Martin on winning the School Greek Prose and the

Fletcher Prize for French.
E. M. Rootham on winning the Barnes Elocution Prize.
A. W. C. H. Barnwell on winning the Bowen History Prize.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours ;--

1ST XI.
June 12-F. A. Simmonds
June 17-J. A. Tallent .

J. B. F. Carey
K. F. Ferguson

2ND XI.
June 5-P. E. M. Shaw

R. J. Brown
June 17-A. A. E. Morgan

VIII.
June 9-A. P. C. Webster

G. E. Allison

A new shute has been installed in the Bath through the
generosity of Mr. Bensly.

A weekly Contemporary is in the habit of taking off its hat
to the celebrities of the week. We take ours off (with
apologies) :-

to the VI II on their success in discouraging the rabbit,
whose perseverance had devastated the 500 shooting-point;

to a Remnants game, who, lacking one day a field to play on,
had the temerity to take over the Upper when no-one
was looking; _

and to the Bursar for reducing the price of ices in the tuck
shop.
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SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS.

Open Scholarships of £80 :-

1. Hall, E. M. (Messrs. H. J. Symons and M. H. Goldman,
Thrings, Brunswick, Haywards Heath).

2. Butler, I. P. (Messrs. E. S. Worklllan and J. P. Howard,
Copthorne School, Sussex).

3. Sheridan, H. B. (E. A. Tregoning, Esq., Saugeen, Manor
Road, Bournemouth).

Open Scholarships of various amounts:-

4. Low, C. S. (K. B.Tindall, Esq., VIest Downs, \Vinchester).
5. L1oyd, D. A. (R. G. Pidcock, Esq., Bramcote, Scar

borough).
6. Milligan, F. M. (G. H. Wilkinson, Esq., 10 Orme Square,

LondoIl, W.2; and Sherborne School).
7. ChristophersoIl, D. G. (Captain H. L. Cross, \Varwick

House, Minehead; and Sherborne School).
8. Clarke, O. (E. Montague Jones, Esq., St. Albans School,

Herts).

9. Morgan, D. R. (S. A. Pbillips, Esq., The Old Ride,
Canford Cliffs, Bournemouth).

O.S. NEWS.

C. H. M. Wilcox (j, 1921-6) has b~come a Wrangler with
distinction.

THE BUTCHER, THE BAKER, THE

CANDLE-STICK l\IAKER.

The choice of a profession comes easy to many, but there are
always some who at the leaving-school period are trying to
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find a career suited to their capabilities and temperament. And
it is hard to know beforehand just what life in a certain career
will be like--as much of a gamble, in fact, as matrimony.

For this reason it seems to me that a few notes on life in the
"Oil Game" might come in handy. I chose the profession
myself quite by chance (stick-a-pin-in-the-list sort of thing),
and though I am far from being an old stager at the game I
have been at it long enough to know what the bottom rungs
are like, and to have an idea as to where the rest of the ladder
is leading.

The Game itself is a complex business, made of many
brancbes that co-ordinate but seldom inter-connect. Business
(finance, trade, sales, etc.), Refining and Field Work may be
considered as forming the three main divisions, and as I am
only acquainted with the last of these three these notes must be
understood as applying to that division alone.

Firstly, as to the qualifications required. Physically, one
does not need to be a Sampson, nor even an ex-captain of the
XV, but thorough good health is a necessity, and a certain
amount of " beef" is by no means a drawback. One must be
fully prepared to say good-bye to the home country for many
years, and be not unwilling to put up with quite a little in the
way of absence of home comforts. Mentally, the demand is nut
over strict. Exceptional intelligence is a quality seldom met on
an oilfield, but sound common-sense backed by a good educa
tion, with a readiness and ability to tackle problems as they
come along, will prove the most important asset on the fields.

Oil Technology, since the oil business is still in a state of
development, advances so rapidly from year to year that book
knowledge laboriously committed to memory is usually out of
date by the time one comes to actual fact: experience makes
the oil man. None the less, a University education is a very
distinct help indeed, and in many cases opens the door to a
position that would not otherwise be available. Such an
education is by no means a matter of learning useless facts in
order to be able to put D.Sc. after oDe's name, for although
up-ta-date practice in the' field changes rapidly, the fundamentals
underlying it all do not vary. No man can get far in the oil
business without experience, g'lthered as he progresses, but
many a man has found himself stopped short through lack of
basic knowledge, and it is always better to acquire that know
ledge right at the start.
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Of field work the most attractive branches, from the point of
view of work and prospects, are Production, Exploitation and
Exploration. With large companies and big fields these are
three quite distinct divisions, but under other conditions are
more usually merged one into another to a great extent.

For Production and Exploitation the education required is
much the same. The Production Engineer and the Pelroleum
Engineer (or Exploitation Geologist) has to be a bird of many
feathers. No particularly advanced knowledge is required in
anyone subject, but a good grounding in engineering, geology,
surveying, physics and chemistry is essential, while almost any
subject under the sun will be found to be of use some day or
other. For such an education the Universities of Birmingham
and London offer the best, being, I think, the only English
Universities giving degrees in Petroleum Technology. A
course of three or four years at either of these institutions will
give a man all that he needs in the subjects mentioned and also
a thorough grounding in oil-field practice: anyone of the
standard of V.A should have little trouble in getting his degree
provided he is prepared to work.

Exploration consists mainly of geological work, and a good
degree in geology and chemistry is almost a sine qua llD//.

There is another division in oilfield work which comprises
the drilling end of affairs. As those concerned with this are
mainly practical men there is an opening here for one who
cannot afford to take a U niversi ty degree. Lots of "horse
sense" and a toughish disposition are the main qualifications,
and though pay is good the prospects are not generally equal to
those of the other branches. I would strongly recommend
anyone taking up this line to pass the l\Iatric. or its equivalent:
an opportunity may very likely present itself later on to take a
degree at a University and open up considerably enhanced
prospects.

Secondly, as to the life and work. The aspiring oilee must
first of all rid himself of any dreams of the" gay social whirL"
Evening dress and white gloves should be either pawned or
sealed hermetically in a safe-deposit vault and his lights 0' love
had best be subjected to a similar process. His own wife, if
any, and the wives of a few others, will be all the female society
he is likely to enjoy for many long months. Nor should a
sensitive soul, who cringes at the echo of a "damn," contemplate
too seriously an oil life.
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The Exploration Geologist is confined generally to the most
limited company of the lot. His work is that of the advance
guard: where some of the powers-that-be think that there
might be oil, there he must go. And oil has an unhappy knack
of patronising the most desolate and unattractive spots, so that
his life is mostly spent in leading a theodolite-loaded camel
across burning deserts, or dealing hopefully with marshes,
mosq uitos and malaria. It sounds, and is, a not particularly
soft job, yet there are those who enjoy it even as there are those
who can sit all an office stool eight hours a day and go home
smiling.

Compared with the exploration man the Petroleum and
Production .Engineers have city occupations. Depending on
the size of the company and the field these two lines may be
entirely distinct, each with a large staff, or be one-man jobs or
even combined.

The Petroleum Engineer is the resident geologist in an
established field. He keeps tag, geologically, of the wells as
they are drilled; decides where to drill new locations and how to
cope with water problems; smooths matters between the home
office who want something done and the local management who
want to do something else; watches competitors; and if there
is a local government oil-bureau he spends much of his time in
arguing with officials who are quite sure they know how a field
should be run even if they have never seen one.

The Production Engineer is concerned with the problem of
how to extract the oil (provided it does not extract itself), or
how best to cope with it if it has a tendency to come out a little
too fast. He experiments with pumps and pumping processes,
gas control, oil conservation, and a hundred other odds and ends
which mean eternal wrangles with other departments.

Both these engineers are prone to receive all the blame when
things go wrong and miss out on the glad smiles when they go
right-a detail of existence soon forgotten, as it is always
expected.

As England has not been blessed with an oilfield, almost any
field job is of necessity a foreign one, and he who lands in a
civilised spot may consider himself lucky, very lucky. Normally
one may look forward to confinement in some little area
comprised solely of the oilfield and its necessary adjuncts:
more often than not communication with the world at large is
very limited, and the faculty of being able to make the best of
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what there is is worth a mint of other accomplishments. Yet
withal there is an attraction in the life that has its compensa
tions. One sees the world, with local short-leave to help, and
one has a sense of pioneering that makes a martyr's pleasure
out of the hardships. Few fields nowadays are really unhealthy
for a person ready to take reasonable care of himself. An oil~

field camp becomes a little kingdom of its own, with its gossip,
bridge and poodle-faking, while local conditions will generally
allow of tennis, golf, bathing or other recreations, and it is a
poor soul who cannot pass a pleasant enough existence.

Finally comes the question of the almighty dollar. Oilfield
salaries go far to compensate for supposed discomforts, and
comparable wages in England would be hard'to command.

The youth enlisting straight from school as an assistant
driller will start as a rule at about £300 per annum on a five
year contract. At the end of this time he should be making
£600, and ready to re-engage, after six months' leave, as a full
driller at £750. From there he may rise to about £1,000 as a
combination driller, and if lucky enough to become a drilling
superintendent may eventually earn twice as much.

The common practice with the Petroleum and Production
Engineers nowadays, as far as the big companies are concerned,
is to run him through a course of navvy work, preferably in an
American field. Here he works purely as a labourer, earning
just what his fellow workmen get. which in the States means
a minimum of about £350. After digging ditches for a month
or two he gravitates from one type of field work to another so
that at the end of, say, two years, when he is transferred to a
white-collar job as an assistant engineer, he is pretty thoroughly
grounded in the fundamentals of field practice. The Yankee
workman is one of the best fellows in the world for getting along
with, provided one puts on no airs and does a full share of
work, and the months spent in such a manner should not only
give the apprentice invaluable experience but also a stock of
pleasant memories to look back on. This probationary period
over, at the end of which the wage is somewhere around £4-50,
a foreign job is offered starting at about £600. Leave is
usually at the rate of three months in three years (besides local
leave), and pay increases with the earner's worth. Eventually
a field manager's position may be offered, and finally-well,
that i5 too much in the lap of the Gods to prophecy about.
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Exploration geologists start usually direct on the job as
subordinates to a senior geologist, and pay depends upon the
type of work in hand: usually it rates considerably higher than
the engineer, but the work is very arduous and deserves it.

In all cases it is worth remembering that living abroad
usually means living tax-free, and sa ving in a small community
devoid of shops (though seldom of a bar) is a fairly easy
proposition.

Taken all in all, the oil game is a game well worth the
playing-like all other games it means taking the rough with
the fair-and I would advise anyone who is still unsettled as
to their future to give it serious consideration.

MUDSMELLER.

METAPHORICAL GOLF.

I met him on the way up to the Links. He was a man
obviously made sadder and wiser by much golf.

He looked at me sideways for a bit, and then burst out
bitterly, "Why do people play golf?"

"I don't know," I replied, "Why do you ?"

"I play golf," he said slowly, "because I hate it. I suppose
that is why other people do. Personally, I hate it so much
that I cannot bear to speak of it directly. If ever I speak of
golf it is in an allegorical form, so that its detested terms may
never pass my lips."

VVe parted at the Clubhouse.

Afterwards we chanced to meet again. He enquired after
my game, and after I had described to him the more inspiring
moments of my round, I begged him to give an account of his.
This he did, hole by hole. "At the 1st," he began, " I had a
po\verful off-drive to the right of the lawn, and lobbed on with
a left uppercut. This wicket I took for four runs. At the
2nd I had a straight nlll down the field, but was tackled by
a bunk-I mean a back, stationed in front of goal. A loose
heel, however, resulted in a quick passing movement which
scored me a try, which was unfortunately not converted.
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The score with my opponent now stood at 15 all. At the
3rd, my first serve was a fault, but my second put me in a
position to bring off a magnificent volley, making the score
30-15. At the 4th I drove my queen, castle, bishop, knight
and all the pawns I had down the gully, resulting in complete
checkmate. So that was the end of my round."

I asked him why he hadn't gone on. "Lack of Ammunition,"
he replied sadly.

THE ROAD FROM PECKHAM RYE TO LADY WELL.

Romance was in the night. He was caught like Haroun-al
Raschid in the toils 6f Scherazerade and gasped at the wonders
that passed before his eyes. The giant beast, upon which he
rode, quivered and shook as it tore upon its way. It had
the majestic heave and sway of a ship, and it passed others
of its kind without salutation or sign of interest. He heard
hoarse cries below him as he passed, but knew not whether
they came of fear or excitement. At last his steed slackened
with a tinkle of bells, and he climbed down. As he alighted
his eye was caught by a bar of light, that cut the darkness like
a sword: it was unearthly, purple and brilliant. At the same
moment he was attacked and almost knocked down by a horde
of savages, who sought the seat he had left empty. He
wandered off aimlessly through the gloom attracted by the
glamour of light and noise. In front there were booths and
strange monotonous music. A woman came up to him; in the
half dark she was beautiful; she muttered unintelligibly and
made strange gestures. He shook his head and she left him.
She did not understand, she could not see the pattern of light
and darkness that was woven inextricably into the tissue of
silence and uproar.

A shrill cry pierced the night and its glamour was shattered
with the crash of breaking glass. It was the cry of a man in
his death agony. For a moment he hesitated, as a sleeper
beneath a cold shower. In a moment he was awake and
running.

The pavement was slippery beneath 'his feet and twice he
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almost fell, but he reached the man first. He was an awful
sight and brought back memories of a hen he had once seen
years before squashed beneath his father's car. There was
little to be done; he helped lift, as one might damp cardboard,
this shattered remnant of humanity out of the gutter. He
noticed that he was quite young and that his forehead was
white like ivory beneath Jlis damp hair, save where the black
of the road mud had splashed it grotesquely. The ambulance
arrived and removed the body, the traffic roared on once more,
the incident was closed.

"That was all," he thought, "Black and white and the blood
upon the road. Romance and the Soul of Man."

THE MYSTERY OF THE STICKY PITCH.

The whole of the XI, the School Coach, and troops of masters
had gathered round the pitch. One of the Science Masters was
kneeling on the ground examining it with a lens.

It was a serious occasion. To-morrow was the Bestbinster
match, and the pitch was sticky! The School batsmen could
not bat on a sticky pitch, nor the School bowlers bowl.

What had happened?

The School detective was put on the job. He discovered
what all the School XI and the coach and the troop of masters
had failed to see-a pin with a round head.

"Ah!" he exclaimed, "a clue."

He held it up. Everyone was mystified. "Very significant,"
said the detective.

Without another word he swung round on his heel and strode
off. He went to the book shop and asked for a tube of secco
tine. Taking the pin out of it he compared it with the one
from the pitch.

"As I thought," he said to himself; and then to the man who
had served him, by way of light conversation, " Has anyone
bought large quantities 'of seccotine lately?"
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"A gentleman bought half a dozen tubes only yesterday, sir,"
replied the man.

"Had he a scar over his left eyebrow, two fingers of his
right hand missing, and a picture of a ship tattooed on his
chest?" asked the detective rapidly.

"Yes, sir," replied the man.

"The gang again," cried the detective dramatically, adding
"As I thought."

He had sol ved the mystery. An enemy of the School had
laid seccotine on the pitch. The Gang had scored once more.

What was to be done?

The School detective was for a moment at a loss. Then
with a grind of his teeth upon his old briar pipe, he set out for
the School tuckshop. Ile knew a variety of twopenny sweet
meat, whose absorbent qualities enabled it to be eaten absolutely
unrestrictedly. In this moment of dire crisis he appealed to
the nobility hidden in the character of every schoolboy. His
response was magnificently answered, the interiors of several
thousand Sports biscuits to be eaten that afternoon were
sacrificed and spread upon the glutinous mass. Slowly a stiff
round ball was formed; slowly it grew until all the venomous
slime had disappeared. A final top dressing of a powerful
effervescent liquid known as "Cherry Cider" completed the
process, leaving a wicket that the School batsmen the next
day found perfect, though the opposition bowlers were much
discouraged by the curious red metallic glitter of the grass, which
caught and reflected the sun's rays into their eyes.

The Sports-Seccotine ball was set up near the Pavilion as a
memorial of the ingenuity and sacrifice of the School. Attempts
to inscribe a suitahle inscription npon it have proved fruitless,
as it toughened into a hardness 2.5 times that of diamond.

A PRISONER'S LAST WORD.

Yes! I killed him, just for a moment on his ribs
The knife point slid uncertainly, then in between
\Vith what ferociOlls strength of frantic hate and fear
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I drove it. Even now, although his face I see
Staring and ghastly, worse in death than life, I know
I glory in that blow that freed me, raised me up
And for a time, alas how short, has won me fame.
Five years in that vile office have I dragged my life,
Nagged at, and cursed, helpless, but slow to take offence.
But then, your lordship, on that grilling afternoon
The office seemed like hell. But not the hell I've seen
In illustrated Bible stories, when a boy.
The devils in those pictures looked quite cool and smart,
And there was brightness, colour, glowing life in them.
The sweat dripped off my forehead on the greasy book,
In blurry lines the figures seemed to fade and swim,
A tired wasp buzzed furiously against the pane,
Outside the street lay still, dusty and grey, asleep.
My head was drowsy and my half-shut eyes like lead.
I couldn't work. l\Iy pen rolled down the desk and lay,
And at the noise he swore, cursed my filthy slackness.
Then he turned and spoke to Gale the clerk beside me.
His coat and waistcoat off, outsprawling on the desk
He leant. And how I hated him! His great back bulged,
Foolish I longed to drive a box of drawing pins
(The long glass finished sort) into that massive sphere,
And then Fate caught me in her arms. His foot swung back
And hit the very place where I had had a bruise.
He did not turn, and at the pain blood red I raged;
I would not stay, but seized a paper knife I had
(It was an Indian dagger that my dear old aunt
Had bought for Christmas at a recent mission sale),
I snatched it and with all my strength, drove home
Upwards beneath the cover of that fleshy arm ...
Bestial, murderer, heathen, call me what you like!
In that terrific moment I for once knew life,
And now the state who justice seeks for small and weak
Is ready to destroy me. "Murder unjustified,"
The crime perhaps, for which the hunted fox at bay,
\Vho kills the first fierce hound loud mouthed upon him
Receives a death of cruel disembowelment.
But you are kind, my lord, those seconds will be short
In which I kick my wretched life out on the rope.
"Prisoner was well behaved and ate good breakfast"
This to the busy world will be my epitaph.
My lord, I thank you, I have now no more to say.
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ALMA MATER.

73

It was a desert island of the approved type. It had sand,
prickly shrubs and cocoa-nut trees.

He was on it.
He was an Old Shirburnian.
He was looking out to sea, anxiously: on the sea there was

a large nati ve canoe, obviously hostile;
What to do?
He racked his brain, that fine brain that Sherborne had been

so proud of. There floated into his mind, the fine fragrance of
Latin Proses. If he had not been there, what would he have
been about to do? He said, if he had not been there ....
all wrong. Learn F. C. Torreo, torrere, torrui tostum-to toast.
He would be toasted soon. . .. Le bonnet de cotin et les
singes, the monkeys .... put that down in your alphabetical
notebook what was next hour? Maths., gosh how he
hated Maths a cylindrical tub, half full of water ....
drop a perpendicular if a beam of light, passing through a
homogeneous mediulll astride jumping, six times by the
front, commence: one, two, three, four, five, six ... can't you
count up to six yet, man ... Ceyloll Finger and two Sports
please Miss Ford ... gi ve an account of the Crimean War.
f.7rEt Of TWJ' ELW(JOTUOJ' •••

Through the valley of the shadow of death. . . .
The canoe had touched the shore by now. He walked down

to where it lay. The chief, an immense brawny native, leapt
out of the boat and confronted him. Looking him up and
down, he smacked his lips appreciatively.

"White meat good," he said.
Sherbome had taught him nothing to deal with this situation.

"Sherborne, Alma l\Tater" he moaned (though still under the
delusion that it meant \Vhite 21Iother), "come to my aid."

She came.
He saw a vision ... muddy fields, a voice shouting "Get

your head in ... you washerwoman, you ..."
"All out of the way" he breathed, and taking a short run,

he caught the savage a superb flying tackle.
"\Vell done, laddie," said the voice in his ear.
"\Vhite devil" hissed the chieftain, and swam off.
Sherhorne had conquered, old yet ever young.
Ever young.
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A SIMPLE STORY
(With apologies to "A.M. " of Punch).

[JUNE,

Once there was a schoolboy called Jim Block,and one day
when he was emptying a wastepaper basket for a nasty boy
called Philip Trundlebottom, Philip Trundlebottom said look
here Block I want you to go in for the Steeplechase the year
after next, because you are the only one in the house who
hasn't got flat feet. \Vell Jim Block didn't want to, so he said
I won't, but Philip Tnmdlebottom said very well then I shall
have to beat you, so Jim Block said oh well I suppose so, but
I promised mother I wouldn't. Then Philip Trundlebottom
was very rude indeed and went away, and Jim Block said
bother several times.

Well Jim Block decided to make the best of a bad job and
he went to Philip Trundlebottom and said since I have to go
in for this Steeplechase I might as well start training now
mightn't I? And Philip Trundlebottom was awfully pleased
and said rather! and wasn't nasty to Jim Block any more.

So Jim Block started training and did press-ups before
breakfast and he only had grape-fruit and Force and Ryvita
for meals and he never had a bath for fear of loosening his
muscles. And this went all for four terms and he was very fit,
and everybody was awfully pleased and said how keen you are,
and Philip Trundlebottom was never nasty to him at all now.

But then Jim Block had a study with a boy called George
Poppleditch, who wasn't a nice sort of boy at all. And one day
George Poppleditch said to Jim Block look here old man isn't
this an awful sweat, why don't you have something decent to
eat for a change? Now Jim Block had always had a weakness
for sweets, but he held out for a long time because he knew it
would be very wicked.

However, one day he and George Poppleditch went for a
five-mile nm, only instead of going for a run they sat behind a
hedge and Jim Block ate cho-hones and bouncers till he felt
very ill, but he was very happy. And George Poppleditch was
pleased too because he had a secret grudge against Jim Block
because Jim Block had accidentally stolen his pen-holder, only
George Poppleditch didn't know it was an accident, and in
this way he hoped to get even with him.
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Well this went on and on till one day just before the day of
the race, Jim Block was very ill indeed and he said to George
Poppleditch look here George this isn't good enough, I must
go and see matron, and besides it's very naughty. But George
Poppleditch threatened him so dreadfully that he didn't.

VveIl the day of the Steeplechase came and he wasn't feeling
very well, but he didn't dare back out because his house felt
:mre he would win, besides he knew George Poppleditch would
hurt him and Philip Trundlebottom would be nasty to him
again. Well he managed to run a mile and then he collapsed
and he was brought home on a stretcher, and everybody said
what bad luck getting cramp like that, you were bound to win,
and Philip Trundlebottom was very sympathetic.

But because he had been so wicked he didn't deserve to win,
did he?

SHOOTING.

One feels always in a difficult position when asked to write
of prospects-especially in shooting, an art fully as tempera
mental as music, and even more likely to be upset by a bad
dinner. Anyhow, this year the prospects are quite as good, if
not better, than they have been the last four. The Bisley Bull
has become even more microscopic than before, but in spite of
this it seems to get hit quite as often. A large proportion of
the Postal Matches have been won, a few of the most important
lost, but there is no cause in this either for jubilation or
depression. Bisley is certainly an easier range than Crackmore,
but it takes usually some time to acquire calmness in the face
of so many competitors and spectators. At any rate we hope
this will have been achieved before the Ashburton. Of
competitions this term we have won one and lost one. The
VIII gave quite a reasonable account of themselves in rapid
and snap shooting in Territorial Competition "F," which was
won from Can ford by the easy margin of 7e points. The
Carey-Martin Cup we failed again, unfortunately, to win from
Marlborough, chiefly through mediocre shooling at 200 yards,
when Marlborough put up a very fine score. The membership
of the VI II and the Cadet Pair is by no means fixed as yet, the
competition for the last place in the VIII and for 9th man
being particularly hot.
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SHOOTING MATCHES OF VIII.
SIDE-BY-SIDE.

Opponents. Score for. Score against.
Marlborough 455 463
"B" Coy. 4th Dorsets... 425 419

POSTAL MATCHES.
Glasgow Academy 468 396
Bradfield ... 468 429
All Hallows 468 427
Blundell's ... 453 444
Cheltenham 453 425
Exeter 453 416
Malvern 453 431
Tonbridge ... 469 431
Rugby 469 446
Victoria 469 454
Repton 469 473
Berkhamsted 454 405
Dulwich 454 459
Highgage 454 457
Mill Hill 454 442
Felsted 454 434
King's College School 454 .465
Wellingbrough 454 433

Results up to date :-Shot, 20. Won, 15, Lost,S.

[JUNE,

Result.
Lost
Won

Won
Won
\Von
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won

Drawn. O.

SHOOTING

Opponents.
Marlborough

MATCHES OF CADET PAIR.

SIDE-I3Y-SIDE.
Score for. Score against. Result.

\Von

POSTAL MATCHES.
Glasgow Academy 106 79
Bradfield ... 106 94
All Hallows 106 90
Blundell's ... 94 106
Cheltenham 94 90
Exeter 94 98
Malvern 94 108
Tonbridge ... 107 97
Rugby 107 98
Victoria 107 106
Repton 107 115
Berkhamsted 100 79
Dulwich 100 III
Highgate ... 100 96
Felsted 100 101
King's College School 100 111
Wellingbrough 100 101

Results up to date ;-Shot, 18. Won, 10. Lost, 8.

Won
Won
\Von
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
'Van
Won
Won
Lost
\Von
Lost
\Von
Lost
Lost
Lost

Drawn. O.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING COMPETITION, 1929.

77

I am glad to say that this year the Competition was more
level than I have ever known it before; many of the Houses
had a good chance of winning, and no House expected to be at
the bottom. Captain Olsson, who has judged the School P.T.
many years in the past, thought the standard of work was very
good, particularly that of the smaller boys, and I myself saw no
work in the Competition that disappointed me.

The marking that I have done throughout the year, and shall
continue to do during the next year, does not in any way tally
with the Competition marks, which rather goes to prove that
the interest and honest work of the Class Leaders tends to die
off unless there is a competition in view; however much this
has been the case in the past I would ask all Class Leaders to
guard against it in the future; the Physical Training of the
School is at present of a high standard, and it is only through
the consistent and honest work of the Class Leaders that this
standard can be maintained.

'" '"" '" """~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '"
'" ~ .~ ~ ~
"" " - ij0 " 0 ." -II. "" 00: W (f) 0 en :::I

Competition marks ... 266 258 270 252 238 234 234 224
Year's marks 71 75 60 77 64 68 65 73
Total marks 337 333 330 329 302 302 299 297

Placing ... 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

M.E.K.W.

CRICKET.

1ST XI MATCHES.

SCHOOL 'U. DOHSET RANGERS.

Played on the Upper on June 4th, and resulted in a win for
the School by 114 runs.
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Play was delayed until 12.15 by a sharp hail storm, which
did not, however, appear to affect the pitch. Eglington and
Ferguson opened for the School and put on 35 runs before
Ferguson was caught. Wickets fell steadily until the score
stood at 92 for four, of which Eglington's 52 was, as usual,
pretty to watch but a trifle rash, including as it did two obvious
chances.

Mermagen and Simmonds then put on 70 for the fourth
wicket, of which Simmonds' 48 included seven fours.
Merrnagen's 60 converted a mediocre batting performance by
the School into a good one, and it was followed up by steady
batting until the tea interval, when the School declared with
the score at 272 for eight wickets.

The innings was satisfactory as far as it shewed that the
side will not have to depend for runs on its earlier batsmen.

To dismiss a strong batting side for 158 was undoubtedly a
good performance: it was as satisfactory as the batting in that
it was not the work of anyone bowler. \Vhen, with seven
wickets down for 45, the innings looked like becoming a
procession, a stand by R. H. M. Simmonds and R. M. M.
Barlow made the finish quite an exciting one. Simmonds was
out for 63 on the second ball of the last over: a very sporting
finish, as stonewalling could easily have saved the game for
the Rangers.

SCHOOL.
R. C. Eglington, b Bush 52
K. F. Ferguson, c Thompson, b Simmonds 7
J. A. Tallenl, b Harrison 13
Brown, b Hush 12
P. H. F. Mermagen, c Bush, b Jowett 60
F. A. Simmonds, b Bush 48
Shaw, b Jowett 31
E. R. K. Glover, st Elderlon, b Harrison 19
A. W. Hopcraft, nol out 18

Extras 12

Total (7 wickets) ... 272

Glover
Hopcraft
Mermagen
Seddon
Eglington

DORSET
Harrison
Jowett
Simmonds
Bush

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

RANGERS.
2 wickets for 83
2 .. 58
1 " 30
3 " 58

SCHOOL.
3 wickets for 44
1 " 45
2 " 19
2" ,,22
2 " ,,22
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DORSET RANGERS.
Col. A. P. Douglas, b Glover 0
R. S. Thompson, b Hopcraft 5
E. T. L. R. Haywood, c Ferguson, b Glover '" 0
Capt. H. D Bush, b Mermagen ... 22
K. T. Cox, lbw, b Mermagen 2
R. H. M. Simmonds, c Mermagen, b Glover... 63
J. K. Douglas, lbw, b Seddon 2
A. M. Harrison, b Seddon 0
R. M. M. Barlow, c and b Eglington 41
M. B. Elderton, c Glover, b Eglington 3
C. J. P. C. Jowett, not out 14

Extras 6

Total 158

79

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

Played at Blundell's on Saturday, June 8th, and resulted in
a draw. Blundell's, batting first on a perfect wicl(et, started
very slowly. At lunch they had scored 93 for six wickets after
two and a quarter hours' play, none of their batsmen having
shown any great enterprise. Rain delayed the resumptLon after
the interval, and the BlulIdell's innings finally closed after three
and a half hours' batting with a score of 155. Harvey was their
only batsman to show any freedom, Saunders, until the end of
his innings, being very slow. The School, left with one and a half
hours to complete their innings, started splendidly with 35 runs
in the first four overs, Eglington hitting an excellent six. Rain,
however, again delayed the game and put an end to the School's
chances of winning. In the end they had had in all about three
quarters of an hour's batting, Eglington, Ferguson and Shaw
all playing with delightful ease. The fielding on both sides was
good, considering the treacherous state of the turf after the rain.

BLUNDELL'S.
R. G. Ireland, c Hopcraft, b Mermagen 14
F. M. L. Parker, b Glover 3
C. H. Buchanan, b Seddon 14
K. R. Farquar, lbw, b Mermagen... 9
G. P. V. Saunders, c Ferguson, b Mermagen ... 54
J. L. Taylor, c Ferguson, b Mermagen 2
K. G. Harvey, c Alexander, b Mermagen 40
D. H. D. Courtney, c f1opcraft, b Mermagen 4
P. H. Seymour, b Seddon 1
C. E. Moore, c Ferguson, b lHermagen 4
K. J. Harper, not out .. 0

Extras 10

Total... 155
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SCHOOL.
R. C. Eglington, c Saunders, b Taylor 34
K. F. Ferguson, c Seymour, b Courtenay 46
P. E. M. Shaw, c Seymour, b Courtenay 29
F. A. Simmonds, not out 0
E. R. K. Glover, b Moore 3

Extras 1

Total (4 wickets) 113

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

[JUNE,

Glover
Hopcraft
Seddon
Mermagen

SCHOOL.
1 wicket for 55
o " 33
2 " 24
7 " 27

BLUNDELL'S.
Courtenay 2 wickets for 43
Taylor 1 " 54
Moore ... 1" 0

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

Played on June 11 th. Alexander came in for Carey (injured)
and Brown kept wicket. The Stragglers had their usual
moderate side, uneven in batting and weak in bowling, which
was not very judiciously managed. Mermagen won the toss
and sent in Eglington and Ferguson. The start was poor,
Eglington being given out lbw at 22, while Shaw tried-and
failed-to turn a straight ball to leg at 33, and Ferguson was
caught from a skier to mid-wicket at 37. Simmonds and
Mermagen then played extremely well and put on 108 runs.
The former was badly missed at extra-cover off Jowett early
on, but they both hit the ball hard and often and showed plenty
of confidence. Simmon::ls' innings was very pleasant to watch,
for his driving was good and he played well to leg. He hit
nine fours. It was pleasant to see Mermagen playing more
confidently and less stiffly than last year. Most of his runs
were, as usual, obtained behind the wicket. TaIlent and Brown
both scored enough runs to give them confidence for Tonbridge,
and Glover hit up 19 quickly. Mermagen declared at tea with
the score at 280 for nine. Ross bowled very steadily and
deserved his four wickets, while Jowett had no luck, several
balls beating both the batsmen and the stumps. The fielding
was not impressive except before lunch, with one or two out
standing exceptions.

Apart from Vasey none of the Stragglers looked like staying
very long. Four wickets were down for 78 and then Hopcraft
took three wickets quickly, so that eight were out for 98. The
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last two wickets offered a stubborn resistance, and it was only
about three minutes from time that the last wicket fell at 129.
Hopcraft kept a much better length than in previous matches,
and came out with the creditable analysis of five for 2l.
Glover cannot yet keep a length when bowling his fastest, but
he bowled one or two deadly balls. Brown looked to be
standing a yard too near the wicket for the fast bowlers,
consequently he did not gather the ball cleanly and dropped two
catches. The fielding as a whole was good, but there is still
room for improvement in gathering the ball. The side have
every reason to feel confident of giving a good account of
themselves at Tonbridge.

SCHOOL.
R. C. Eglington, lbw, b Ross 13
K. F. Ferguson, c Rolleston, b Ross 14
Shaw, b Nesfleld 6
F. A. Simmonds, c and b Vasey ... 77
P. H. F. Mermagen, c Elwell, b Gibson 42
J. A. Tallent, b Jowett ... 35
R. J. Brown, c Thurstan, b Ross ... 45
Alexander, b Hoss 11
E. R. K. Glover, not out 19
A. W. Hopcraft, c Vasey, b Nesfield 2

Extras 16

Total (9 wickets) 280

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

P. W. Vasey, c Shaw, bHopcraft... 30
P. Rolleston. run out ... 13
Col. Thurstan, b Hopcraft 12
E. R. Nesfield. b Mermagen 1
C. J. P. C. Jowett. b Glover 14
C. J. Stone, lbw, b Hopcraft 6
Dr. Gibsol1, b Glover '" 11
A. E. Ross, b Hopcraft 0
W. Pepper, b Hopcraft 0
C. Elwell. not out 19
Capt. Hornsby, lbw, b Glover 0

Extras 16

Total 129

BOWLING ANALYSIS.
SOMEI<SET STRAGGLERS.

Ross 4 wickets for 73
Jowett 1 " 48
Nesfield 2 ,. 31
Vasey 1 " 33
Gibson 1"" 22

SCHOOL.

3 wickets for 33
5 " ,,21
1 " 22

Glover
Hopcraft
Mermagen
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SCHOOL V. TON BRIDGE.

Played at Tonbridge on June 14th and 15th.

Tonbridge won the toss and elected to bat first on a fast easy
wicket. Glover and Hopcraft opened the bowling for the
School and runs came freely. The outfield being very fast and
the ground on the small side, the field was placed to save the
four rather than to stop the. single. Morgan was brought on
for Hopcraft and met with success in his first over, G. M. Mead
being lbw when trying to pull a rather shorter ball which came
quickly off the pitch. J. G. W. Davies, who followed, had bad
lnck in playing on to Morgan when batting well-45 for two
looked quite promising. At 109 \V. Y. Sherwell, who had
opened the innings, and had survived a number of appeals for
lbw and catches at the wicket, was run out through a misunder
standing with his partner. T. A. Crawford and R. G. l\lusson,
both of whom should have been caught behind the wicket,
batted well to stay together until the luncheon interval.

Rain fell during lunch, and, although little delay was caused,
it slowed up the outfield considerably and also made it difficult
for bowlers to grip the ball. Another delay was caused by rain
a little later, and, following this, Glover and Hopcraft brought
about a complete collapse, the last seven wickets faIling for the
addition of 40 runs.

The School fielding was steady, but lacked polish - the
gathering of the ball was not clean and the throwing-in very
erratic. At least twelve runs were given away by not backing
up. Carey, apart from missing two rather difficult catches,
kept wicket brilliantly, allowing only four byes-from a ball
which rose to a yard over his head.

Eglington and Ferguson opened for the School. The former
was obviously not seeing the ball as well as he has being doing,
but made one or two good shots. After being dropped twice
he was caught off a full pitch outside his leg stump. Ferguson
was batting quite well, but the outfield was much slower than
it had been in the Tonbridge innings, and runs did not come
so quickly. After Simmonds, Tallent and Mermagen had failed,
Morgan batted steadily. However, it was left to Brown and
Glover to check the collapse - and, incidentally, save the
follow-on. Using the long-handle, and, favoured with a certain
amount of luck, they added 65 valuable runs.
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On Saturday morning we were provided with another thrill
when Hopcraft and Seddon added 50 for the last wicket, to
bring us within twenty of their total.

All chance of a finish was now gone, and Tonbridge were
able to show us once more the strength of their early batsmen.
Carey's hand was bruised, and Brown kept wicket well in his
absence. \Vhen we went in again for an hour after lunch
Eglington, who regained a little of his former confidence, and
Tailent both batted well.

Looking back it seems a great pity that it was not possible
to arrange to return on Sunday. thus allowing two full days'
cricket and affording a reasonable chance of finishing the match.

5Extras

TONBtUDGE.
22 c Brown, b Hopcraft... 25
52 lbw, b Hopcraft 27
5 c Simmonds, b Seddon 22

82 not out 53
39 not out 15
1

ll} d;d nn,"",

2
16

G. M. Leach, lbw, b Morgan
\V. Y. Sherwell, run out ...
J. G. W. Davies, b Morgan
T. A. Crawford, bGlover ...
I{. G. Musson, st Carey, b Hopcraft
T. H. Tilling, bGlover
R.J. M.Willcocks, c Hopcraft, b Glover
A. G. S. Cobb, c Carey, b l-Iopcraft
C. A. Peal, not ont
G. W. Orr, b Glover
C. T. Orton, c Carey, b Hopcraft

Extras

Total ... 243 Total (3 wickets) 147

SCHOOL.
R. C. Eglington, c Sherwell, b Peal... 24 b Peal 36
K. F. Fergnson, c Willcocks, b Davies 35 st Willcocks, b Orton... 9
F. A. Simmonds, st Willcocks, b Peal 4 c Crawford, b Tilling... 12
J. A. Tallent, b Davies 6 not out 38
P.H.F. Mermagen, cWillcocks, bDavies 1 did not bat
Morgan, c Musson, b Davies 16 c Musson, b Peal 10
R. J. Brown. c and b Peal... 46\
E. R. K. Glover, c Orton, b Orr 27
A.W.Hopcraft,bCobb 21 did not bat
J.F.B.Carey,cSherwell,bPeal 0
N. R. Seddon, not out 18

Exras 25 Extras 0

Total ... 223 Total (4 wickets) 105

BOWLING ANALYSIS.

Glover
Hopcraft
Morgan

SCHOOL.
4 wickets for 80
3 " 61

... 2 " ,,36

Peal
Orr
Davies

TONBIUDGE.
4 wickets for 65
1 " 18

... 4 " ,,28
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2ND XI MATCH.

[JUNE,

SCHOOL 'V. SHERBORNE CASTLE XI.

Played on the Castle ground on Thursday, June 6th, and
ended in a win for the School, after Major Dig-by had offered to
play extra time in order to complete the match.

The School batted first and made 173, the chief scorers being
vVatkin-Williams, 42, who scored his runs quickly and hit three
sixes; Alexander, 41, and Vvarren, 27; the innings was chiefly
notable for fonr very silly" run-outs," three through bad calling
and one because the batsman would insist on leaving his crease
before the ball was bowled-I hope this will be a lesson to the
side in future. The School bowling and fielding was very fair,
but I still think the throwing lacks finish and should be
improved.

School 2nd XI, 173; Castle XI, 101.
M.E.K.W.

SENIORS.

FIRST ROUND.

ROSS' (HOLDERS) v. PARRY-lONES'.

This match was played on No. 8 on May 21st, 23rd, 24th and
25th. Parry-Jones' won the toss and, thanl,s to a fine stand
between Carey tert. and Mermagen, they totalled 179 for six at
the end of the day. On Thursday Ross' were sadly depleted
owing to German measles: this was very bad luck for them,
and it was bad luck for Parry-Jones' also, as it robbed the
game of much of its importance. Parry-Jones'innings closed
for 247, Mermagen completing a fine hundred, and then Ross'
were dismissed twice for under a hundred: Seddon batted
pluckily in the first innings and Eglington made. a gallant
effort in the follow-on, but Mermagen and Lean bowled very well.

Score: Parry-Jones' - 247 (P. H. F. Mermagen, 107;
Carey tert., 66). Ross'-45 (N. R. Seddon, 20: Mermagen,
eight for 27) and 94 (R. C. Eglington, 49; Lean, nine for 33).
Parry·Jones' won by an innings and 108 runs.
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SCHOOL HOUSE "A" v. SCHOOL HOUSE "B."

Played on No. 3. This match was a win for School
House" B" by an innings and 40 runs. School House "A"
made 57 and 131 (\V. 1. Moberly, 35; Pearson, 32) and School
House "B" made 228 for five (A. \V. Hopcraft, 120,not out;
D. H. D. Alexander, 74). The fielding of School House "A"
was wholly good, and the bowling of School House" B " very
steady throughout.

School House "A"- \V. 1. Moberly, Henderson, Fox mi.,
Pearson, Van Straubenzee, Scott, Goodden ma., Picton, Cook,
Hopcraft mi., Waller.

School House" B "-A. W. Hopcraft, D. H. D. Alexander,
Beattie, Dick, King-Church, Vv'illiams, Devitt ma., ]acob,
Innes, Mossman, Eawards.

FOX'S v. BENSLY'S.

Fox's beat Bensly's by 154 runs in the first round of the
Seniors on May 21st, and the rest of the week.

Fox's won the toss and took first innings. Godfray was the
only batsman to get into the thirties, and he was aided by a
little luck.

Bensly's started well, but were unfortunate enough to lose
the services of Betts through illness. Simmonds batted well,
in scoring 33 out of the 77, but the rest of the side did not
shape as well as expected. Tallent was a little unlucky to
succumb to a very good ball from \Vatkin- \Villiams.

Fox's then went in again, and Shaw, Glover and Gow were
out with only 20 runs scored. However, Godfray and \Vatkin
\Villiams got together and batted very well, making a stand of
nearly a hundred. Later in the innings Smith and Brown
batted well. The innings closed for 164.

Bensly's then went in with 252 to make, and Simmonds fell
early to an excellent catch by Gow. \Vith Tallent out as well,
Bensly's might well have "rabbited," but l\Ianning and Stewart
batted pluckily, Manning especially bringing oft some excellent
shots. Bensly's innings closed for 88.

The chief honours went to Godfray, for the winners, who
kept wicket very well, and Tallent and Simmonds for Bensly's,
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though some mention should be made of Oxley's 'keeping for
them.

Score: Fox's -165 (Godfray, 31; E. R. K. Glover, 29;
P. E. M. Shaw, 27; Smith, 26) and 164 (Godfray, 72 not out;
P. Watkin-Williams, 49; J. A. Tallent, 4 for). .

Bensly's-77 (F. A. Simmonds, 33; E. R. K. Glover, 4 for
19) and 88 (Manning, P. Watkin- Williams, 3 for 27;
Buttenshaw, 3 for 7).

ELDERTON'S 'V. O'HANLON'S.

This match was played on No. 1, and won by Elderton's by
an innings and 76 runs. Warren made a useful 76 for the
winners.

Elderton's-257 (Warren, 76; C. D. B. Smith, 50; R. S.
Brown, 35; Dowdeswell, three for 35 ; Henderson, three for 4).

O'Halllon's-95 (Bennett, 36: Allderson, 25; Snowden,
four for 16; C. D. B. Smith, four for 32; Hooper, two for 18)
and 86 (Godwin, 12; Setten, not out, 12; C. D. B. Smith, four
for 22; Snowden, three for 31; Wilcox mi., two for 14).

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirburnia1t do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirburttian.

Sir,
On reading the correspondence of your last number I was horrified to

see that this magazine. which has so long retained with unblemished
integrity its purity of thought and expression, has been sulIied by the
silky words and noxious platitudes of cheap electioneering.

The Public School Magazine has hitherto been the stronghold of Purity,
Nobility and Wit. Are these sacred precincts at last being invaded by the
unprincipled hordes of the Political Ogre? Are the last fortresses yielding
before the hated foe? Is this the seventh circumvention of the walIs? Do
we but await the trumpet blast? Maybe. But why, in the name of
Heaven, should the Shirburnian be the first to fall? "Sherborne's
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surrendered!" will be the dismayed whisper: and, the stiffening gone,
the other School Magazines will yield piecemeal. We must rouse our
selves and man the breeches (sic) : we must endeavour with all our mi!(ht
to free these pages from the penetrating taint of modern politics. Not
only is it our duty towards other School Magazines, for there must be no
weak spot in the front line, but it is a sine qua 1101~ if we are to avert any
undesirable" esclandre."

But first we must purge ourselves internally. We cannot afford traitors
within our bounds. So, Mr. Editor, what were YOU about when you
loosed this anomaly, this foulness, this excrescence, in our midst? Is not
this a questionable action on your part? These are hard words, sir: but
we await assurance from you that we are fortunately mistaken in this
matter.

Moreover, in your editorial you very properly asserted that such as we
should have no dealings with so noisome a virus. Yet here we find
this damning contradiction. This is an inconsistency worthy of the Daily
Mail. Do I see the hand of Lord Rothermere in this?

We have a right to know.
Yours, etc.,

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

[The Editors claim no responsibility for the opinions expressed in letters.
Moreover, whatever our private views, we should be last to refuse
publication to the personal appeal of so well known a local resident as
Mr. Shanks B. Shonks. We imagine your inopportune reference to
.. breeches" refers to Mr. Shonk's efforts in forwarding the work of the
S.R.M.D. (Society for the Reform of Masculine Dress), which has
always had our warmest support.]

Dear Sirs,
This school, by necessity, is economical, but when its governors can be

pursuaded to spend a little money, the result is a worthy addition to the
school. The worthiest addition of the past few years has been a very fine
organ in the chapel. After its installation we heard volnntaries every
Sunday after Evensong, but that privilege has now been taken away.
"Ve heard three recitals by experienced organist-visitors: these were
extremely popular-more so, perhaps, than most of the school concerts.
But why only three? Recitals show what an organ can do; they are
popular here: a taste for good music should surely be encouraged.

We have a good organ, and we want to hear good organists play on it.
"Vhy are we not permitted?

Hoping to receive an audible reply,
I am,

Yours, etc.,

R. V. GODFRAY.
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Sir.

The rigours of military discipline under an efficient and sarcastic C.S.M.
and the perspiration caused by an energetic wielding of one of the larger
instruments of the band, compel me to offer a suggestion.

Cannot the.Toey be opened after Corps parade on Wednesdays?

There a budding soldier might gravitate to seek consolation from a
dropped rifle or an unpolished side-button. Although no army can move
on an empty stomach, that is no reason to suppose that it is not hungry
when the movement is completed.

To my mind, coffee cremes and tangerine creamy fruits are an excellent
aftermath to sentry drill and" paying attention."

I remain, Sir,

Yours, etc.,

E. R. K. GLOVER.
P.S. Colonel Biter, please notice.

Dear Sir,

I have a complaint to make. In your last number but one, at the end of
the Easter Term, you published a most interesting article about" Dogs of
Yesterday," by an Old Shirburnian. I was looking forward with the
keenest anticipation to a sequel, "Dogs of To-day," or something of the
kind by a present member of the School. Can Susan, Punch and Judy,
Dash and Jock, Puger (sorry! I mean Tiger), be left unmentioned in the

history of this school? How often has not a timely wrangle over a tennis
ball, or a fracas in the waste paper basket relieved, like a storm in a
teacup, an atmosphere that was bordering on the electric? And what of
cats? Is Meeny to find no pedestal of fame, whose speed trials from the
Gateway to the V.A Green have broken any known records of cat flat
racing, while his clear jump of seven feet on the Parish Wall has also set
up a notable record. His junior, but more beautiful acquaintance, James,
fulfils an even more important role. In this Age of Speed no dog or cat
can attempt to maintain the m.p.h. of a motor-car over long distances.
James makes no effort to follow the example of the memorable Flossie.
He is not to be led, but with incredible boldness and wonderful insouciance
decides himself the direction of the Evening Prowl.

Yours,

A FRIEND OF BEASTS.

Dear Sir,

Surely it would neither be entirely unreasonable, nor inordinately
expensive, for members of the School to pmchase white socks in which to
play cricket, etc.: there is no combination more displeasing, to my eye at
least, than white flannel trousers and black or parti-coloured socks, and a
change of footwear would also be eminently desirable in a matter of the
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simplest hygiene. I am aware of the fact that in some houses this is a
privilege accorded to a few; but could not it be waived in deference to
the united claims of the health and beauty (in this respect at least) of the
m~? .

Yours, etc.,

"DECET CONSTANTIA."

Dear Sir, if you'll but list to me.
I'll tell you a tale of how the bath

Is spoilt because of two or three
Fir trees that stand hard by its path.

And how these self-same trees do keep,
Now list ye all in great amaze!

The sun itself from off the deep
(For water a poetic phrase).

Moreover, Sir, these trees do cast
Leaves, twigs and vermin now and then;

Which makes the water dirty fast,
So that our bath is cleaned again.

And since the water flows right chill.
And as the sun warms not the bath,

No bather bathes from fear of ill,
Because of trees beside the path,

Therefore, dear Sir, I wish to say,
I think these trees should be suppressed,

I live and hope from day to day,
And, yours (I sign myself),

DEPRESSED.

Dear Sir,
I find it my duty to reply to the offensive letter of the so-called Colonel

Biter. He says that writers to your magnificent journal persist in using
pseudonyms. This. sir, is not the case. On looking through the three
other letters which accompany this obscene epistle. I find everyone signed
either by the writer's name or initials; though it must be admitted that
the name at the bottom of the first letter, "C. O. Haselden," looks a little
suspicious.

As to this nefarious Colonel's other point, the ending of sentences with
propositions, he is obviously an infamous pedant with no reputation to
live up to or for. and no wife to live by. with or from. 'What right has he
to dictate my grammar to me anyhow (at, against or in consequence of) ?

I wish I could express my feelings more adequately on this subject. I
fear, however, I am not such a bitter biter as the Colonel, since I am. sir,

Your obedient servant,

REGINALD FALSE-TEETH.
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Dear Sir,

1 have read with watering mouth and smacking lips in one of your
contemporaries that there exists a tuck shop which offers its customers a
choice of 85 delicacies at a price of not more than 2d. per piece. There
appears at present to be a movement for the reform of our tuck shop
(indeed, certain popular successes have already been registered). May 1 put
forward a few suggestions :-

(1) That a greater selection of chocolate "pieces" should be given (1
do not wish 85).

(2) That 6d. for a poached egg is too much, when eggs are l~d.

(3) That the jam supply is very inadequate: could not more than one
brand be supplied?

(4) That sausages be served every half-holiday in the winter.

(5) That there should be a suggestion book.
Perhaps those in authority, who are at the bottom of the reform move

ment may see this and, 1 hope, heed it.
1 am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ROUND BUN.

HOUSES.

The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,

Parry-Jones' (b).
Tancock's, \iVilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (dJ.
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (j).

Milford's, H.oss's (r;;).
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with
regard to the Shirbllrnian should
be made to the Publishers at
The Abbey Book Shop,The Parade,
Sherborne, Dorset, to whom alone
Subscriptions should be sent.



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
commnnicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirburniall cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


